New Home Program

Rebates Available

• This program is available to new, individually metered residential homes built, served and connected to Oklahoma Natural Gas.
• Construction practices must be consistent with the guidelines for energy efficiency set by the 2009 International Energy Conservation Code (IECC).
• New homes **2,000 square feet and above** must contain:
  » Primary heat source of 92% or greater Annual Fuel Utilization Efficiency (AFUE) natural gas heating
  » Primary natural gas water heating
  » One other installed natural gas appliance; and
  » A minimum of one additional natural gas outlet (for a total of four)
• New homes **below 2,000 square feet** must contain:
  » Primary heat source of 92% or greater AFUE natural gas heating
  » Primary natural gas water heating
  » A minimum of one additional natural gas outlet (for a total of three)

How To Get Your Rebate:

1. The homebuilder must:
   • Contact an Oklahoma Natural Gas New Home Program consultant to enroll prior to installation of sheet rock
   • Provide consultant with a completed program enrollment form subject to approval by Oklahoma Natural Gas
   • Provide Oklahoma Natural Gas complete plans (to scale) and complete builder profile
   • Contact Oklahoma Natural Gas for first inspection (thermal bypass)
2. The final inspection will be performed by a certified Residential Energy Services Network (RESNET) Home Energy Rater approved by Oklahoma Natural Gas.
3. The following must be submitted to Oklahoma Natural Gas with the rebate application within 90 days following final inspection:
   • Completed rebate form
   • Completed IRS Form W-9
   • Certified RESNET Home Energy Rater will also provide to Oklahoma Natural Gas:
     a. Energy Verification Summary
     b. Invoice
     c. Energy Sticker (must have an HERS® Index Rating of 70 or less)
4. The completed rebate application along with copies of the information listed above must be mailed to:

   Oklahoma Natural Gas
   Energy Efficiency Program
   Attn: Lucy Martinez
   401 N. Harvey
   Oklahoma City, OK 73012
   Or
   FAX: 405-552-1839
   EMAIL: Energy.Efficiency@ongas.com

Important Information:

Oklahoma Natural Gas reserves the right to disallow ratings by a third party. Rebates may be available to any Oklahoma Natural Gas current or prospective customer. Only qualified natural gas equipment will be considered for a rebate. Oklahoma Natural Gas encourages each customer to review all program eligibility requirements.

Rebate checks will be mailed approximately six to eight weeks after approval, subject to availability of program funds. Completed applications will be reviewed and processed by Oklahoma Natural Gas on a first-come, first-served basis until program funds are depleted.